
Sex determination efficacy of Papanicolaou 
and acriflavine Schiff stains in buccal smears

 Introduction

Sex determination forms an important aspect in the 
forensic investigation of assault, theft, and sexual 

offences to identify the culprit. In cases of sexual offences, 
buccal mucosal cells along with saliva stains are found in 
various parts of the body and at the scene of the crime. 
Buccal smears help in detecting the gender and identifying 
the person in train and aircraft accidents, natural disasters 
and in cases with decomposed primary sex organs. Gender 
determination of living person is required in doubtful 
cases like in sports, with altered physical and sexual 

features and to decide certain civil rights reserved for 
one sex.[1]

Sex determination can be done by karyotyping, 
polymerase chain reaction, fluorescent body (Y chromatin) 
demonstration in male somatic cells, Davidson body in 
female neutrophils, and Barr body in female somatic 
cells.[1] Barr body is formed from random inactivation 
and condensation of one of the two female chromosomes 
in virtually all the somatic cells of female mammals and 
was named after Barr and Bertram in 1949.[2] It appears 
as a facultative heterochromatic dark‑stained peripheral 
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Abstract

Background: Barr body is formed from random inactivation and condensation of one 
of the two female chromosomes in virtually all the somatic cells of female mammals. 
Buccal smears have been reported to be potential sources of Barr bodies. Aim: This 
study was done to assess the efficacy of acriflavine (AF) Schiff and Papanicolaou (PAP) 
stains in sex determination by identifying Barr bodies in buccal smears of both sexes. 
Materials and Methods: Two samples of buccal smears, collected from thirty males 
and thirty females in the age group of 16–60 years were used to demonstrate Barr 
bodies using AF Schiff and PAP stains, respectively. Hundred cells were examined for 
Barr body positive nucleus, and its mean percentage was calculated and statistically 
analyzed. Results: In females, AF Schiff stained positive cells ranged from 16% to 53% 
and PAP stained positive cells ranged from 9% to 38%. In males, 0–9% AF positive 
Barr bodies and 0–5% PAP stained Barr bodies were identified. Conclusion: Sex 
determination using buccal smear is a simple and reliable method. AF Schiff stain is 
better both qualitatively and quantitatively when compared to PAP stain, thus aids in 
more accurate sex determination.
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nuclear structure visible during interphase in normal 
female somatic cells.[3]

Barr bodies can be demonstrated from buccal smears, 
vaginal smears, hair root, and skin biopsy. Studies have 
proven to recognize sex from buccal scrapes and hair up 
to 4 months with decreasing frequencies under the dried 
condition, but both the X chromatin and Y chromatin 
disappeared in 6 hours under wet conditions.[4-7]

Though many stains are used in identifying Barr bodies, only 
one study is reported in the literature using acriflavine (AF) 
Schiff on buccal smears.[4] A comparative study using 
Papanicolaou (PAP) and AF Schiff stains for Barr body 
identification is not yet reported. The objective of the present 
study was to assess the efficiency and reliability of PAP and 
AF Schiff stains in sex determination by identifying Barr 
bodies in buccal smears of both sexes.

Materials and Methods

Sample collection and preparation
The present study has been reviewed by the Institutional 
Ethical Committee and has therefore been performed in 
accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 
1965 Declaration of Helsinki. A total of thirty men and 
thirty women in the age group of 16–60 years were selected 
randomly for the study. A written informed consent was 
obtained from all the participants. The participants were 
first asked to rinse the mouth with water. Two buccal 
mucosal smears were collected from every participant by 
scraping with a clean flat wooden spatula after labelling the 
slide. The slides were air dried and fixed in 95% isopropyl 
alcohol for 30 min before staining.

Staining method
Acriflavine Schiff staining method
Following washing in running tap water for few seconds, the 
samples were hydrolyzed in preheated 1N hydrochloric acid 
at 60°C for 5 min. After washing in distilled water for few 
seconds, the slides treated with freshly prepared fluorescent 
Schiff-type reagents (AF hydrochloride 0.1 g dissolved in 
100 ml 90% isopropyl alcohol) for 20 min, washed twice in 
acid alcohol (12N hydrochloric acid 1 ml and 70% ethyl alcohol 
100 ml) for 1 min, and dehydrated in absolute alcohol.[4,8]

Papanicolaou staining method
The samples were stained in Harris’s hematoxylin after 
rehydration, followed by dehydration in isopropyl alcohol 
and stained in OG 6 for 2 min. After rinsing in 95% isopropyl 
alcohol twice for 2 min each, they are stained in EA 50 for 3 min 
followed by rinse in 95% isopropyl alcohol for 1 minute.[9]

Barr body count
Cells with the intact nuclear membrane, without any 
crenation or depression, and the chromatins without 

clumps were selected and counted. The frequency of 
Barr body was examined by observing 100 nuclei per 
specimen under oil immersion. The Barr bodies that 
were found directly inside and attaching to the nuclear 
membrane were regarded as positive. PAP-stained Barr 
bodies were found as dark violet spot using research 
microscope (Lawrence and Mayo) and AF-stained Barr 
body appeared as bright greenish yellow spot using a 
fluorescence microscope (Lawrence and Mayo). The mean 
and standard deviation were determined for the percentage 
of Barr-body-positive cells in both the genders. Statistical 
analysis was done using the statistical software  SPSS 
software version 16.0 (IBM Corporation, New York, USA) 
and P < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Both in PAP and AF stained samples, females showed 
statistically significant increase in Barr bodies than males. 
Compared to PAP, AF staining showed more number 
of Barr bodies in both females and males [Table 1]. 
No correlation was found between the percentage of 
Barr-body-positive cells and the age of the individual in 
both males and females.

In females, all the samples showed Barr bodies in the 
nucleus using AF stain and PAP stain. The frequencies of 
Barr bodies were 16–53% using AF stain and 9–38% using 
PAP stain [Table 1 and Figures 1, 2].

Figure 1: Barr body in the buccal smear of a female (Papanicolaou 
stain, ×100)

Table 1: Barr body positive cells in males and females using 
Papanicolaou and acriflavine Schiff stains
Stain Gender Number Range (%) Mean (%) SD
PAP Female 30 9-38 20.6 7.44

Male 30 0-6 1.60 1.57
AF Schiff Female 30 16-53 33.7 10.7

Male 30 0-9 2.83 2.51
PAP: Papanicolaou, AF: Acriflavine, SD: Standard deviation
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In males, 86% showed the presence of Barr bodies using 
AF stain and the range was 0–9%, while 60% showed Barr 
bodies using PAP stain with a range of 0–6% [Table 1 and 
Figures 3, 4].

The positive and negative predictive values for the detection 
of Barr bodies using AF stain were calculated as 53% and 
100%, respectively.

Discussion

The buccal smear technique to identify sex was first 
introduced by Moore and Barr in 1955. The process of 
inactivation of X chromatin is known as lyonization, the 
process named after the scientist Lyon. In 1961, Lyon 
outlined the X-inactivation, also known as the Lyon 
hypothesis. It states that only one of the X chromosomes 
is genetically active in females while the other X of 
either maternal or paternal origin undergoes random 
heteropyknosis and is inactive. This occurs at among all the 
cells of the blastocyst in females on or about the 16th day 
of embryonic life. Inactivation of the same X chromosome 
persists in all the cells derived from each precursor cell. 
Thus, normal women are in reality mosaics and have two 
populations of cells, one with an inactivated maternal X and 
the other with an inactivated paternal X.[10]

The positivity for Barr bodies in males is due to the inheritance 
of males to carry primary sex organs of both the sexes. The 
process of inactivation is incompletely understood, but it has 
been suggested that it is under the control of inactivation 
center, located at Xq13. XIST, a gene which is transcribed from 
the inactive X, is necessary for initiation and propagation of X 
inactivation and does so by coating the inactive X. As inactive 
X is turned off by XIST allele, up to 21% of genes on Xp, and 
3% on Xq may escape X inactivation.[11]

The frequency of Barr body is decreased during pregnancy, 
as well as in women on oral contraceptives.[12] Low frequency 
of Barr body was observed in newborn females and their 
mothers on the 1st postpartum day increased gradually 
on the 2nd and 3rd day, which stabilized on the 5th day 
and became similar in both mothers and the children.[13] 
Reactivation of X chromosome was observed whenever 
the body was under physiological stress.[14] Low frequency 
suggestive of reactivation of inactive X chromosome is 
associated with malignancy and is confirmed by enhanced 
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity.[15‑18] Barr bodies 
appear as basophilic structures with varying morphology 
which can be spherical, rectangular, planoconvex, biconvex, 
or triangular measuring around 0.8 × 1.1 microns. In electron 
microscopy, it resembles various alphabetical letters such as 
V, W, S, or X.[19,20]

Since Barr bodies are present within the nuclear material, 
special stains for nucleus such as PAP stain, feulgen and 

Figure 2: Barr body in the buccal smear of a female (Acriflavine 
stain, ×100)

Figure 3: Barr body in the buccal smear of a male (Papanicolaou 
stain, ×100)

Figure 4: Barr body in the buccal smear of a male (Acriflavine 
stain, ×100)

guard stain, orcein, hematoxylin and eosin, cresyl violet, 
carbol fuchsin, and fluorescent stains are used to visualize 
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them. Methods which stain the chromatin deeply and trace 
the cytoplasm and the nucleoli are considered superior. 
Feulgen stain requires hydrochloric acid hydrolysis 
before the actual staining, and it has the advantage that 
Barr body will not be confused with other structures 
as in buccal smear contaminated with microorganisms. 
AF Schiff (3, 6- diamino-lO-methyl acridine) is one of 
the most interesting stains for Barr body demonstration 
because of its fluorescence properties.[21] The spectral 
characteristics (yellow fluorescence emission at blue 
excitation) and the very high quantum efficiency of the 
fluorescence have led to an extensive use of this fluorescence 
technique.[22,23]

The main objective of the present study was to assess 
efficiency and reliability of AF Schiff and PAP stains in sex 
determination by identifying Barr bodies in buccal smears 
of both sexes. There are several methods for fluorescence 
staining of X chromatin including acridine orange, 
acridine yellow, AF, auramine O, and coriphosphine O. 
The fluorescence of these stain preparations disappears 
in a short period except AF hydrochloride which proved 
to retain fluorescence the longest.[7] In this study, we have 
seen that fluorescence using AF Schiff stain was retained 
for 4 days when kept covered. After the feulgen reaction, 
the X chromatin bodies were successfully stained as bright 
fluorescent greenish yellow spots directly inside the nuclear 
membrane.

In the present study, there is a difference in the range 
and the mean percentage of Barr bodies among women 
when compared to other studies. Nagamori and Takeda 
found a significant difference in the number of Barr 
bodies between male and female hair samples using 
AF. The frequency ranged from 27% to 70% (average 
45.8%) in female samples and 0–8% (average 2.9%) in 
male samples.[7] Nagamori et al. detected Barr bodies in 
both buccal smears and hair cortex using AF Schiff stain 
and found that in female samples the frequencies were 
58–87% (71.3% in average) in the cells of buccal mucosa 
and 59–85% (67.1% in average) in the nuclei of the hair 
cortex. The frequencies were 0–4% (1.2% in average) in 
the nuclei of buccal mucosa and 0–5% (1.3% in average) 
in the nuclei of the hair cortex for male samples.[4]

Mittal et al. demonstrated Barr bodies in the buccal mucosal 
cells of 1.1% of males and 39.2% of females using PAP stain.[1] 
A Nigerian study in 2012 showed that Barr body positivity 
in female buccal smears were 25% with cresyl fast violet, 
33% with aceto-orcein (AO) and 40% with a combination of 
stains.[24] A study using AO and PAP stain on buccal smears 
showed that percentage of Barr bodies in AO stained slides 
ranged from 5% to 32% among females and from 0% to 8% 
in males, while with PAP stain the percentage was 4–20% in 
females and 0–5% in males.[25] Another study using acridine 
orange demonstrated a high range of Barr-body-positive 

mucosal cells (18–72%) in females compared to males (0–3%) 
under confocal microscopy.[26]

Using PAP stain, Barr bodies were not as distinct as with AF 
stain. Unlike PAP, AF did not stain inflammatory cells and 
fungi. PAP stain was retained for many days compared to 
AF stain. In our study, both AF and PAP stained samples 
were read without mounting. Optimum hydrolysis time 
is essential for feulgen reaction and standardization of 
hydrolysis time is crucial for AF stain. Initially, Nagamori’s 
method of conventional stain preparation was tried, but 
improved AF stain preparation was found to be better. This 
method offered the following advantages: (a) simplified the 
preparation of the AF-feulgen reagent (b) the cytoplasm 
was less stained while the nuclei stained bright green (c) 
eliminated poorly defined reagents from the staining 
solutions.[8]

The results of this experiment demonstrated that the 
frequencies of Barr body are distinguishable between the 
male and female samples in buccal mucosal scrapes. The 
frequencies of Barr body in both sexes showed discrete 
distributions. After reviewing literature and from the 
present study, it is clear that Barr body count varies 
with different stains and with the same stain in different 
studies. This could be due to sample size variation, 
microscopy variation, cell selection bias, or the presence of 
microorganisms.

Conclusion

Identifying Barr bodies in the buccal cells is a simple 
method of gender determination. AF proved to be a better 
and more specific stain than PAP for visualizing nuclear 
details as it stains only after feulgen reaction and its staining 
method was remarkably simple. This stain demonstrates 
more specificity in sex determination compared to PAP 
stain. 
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